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THE TITANIC TUNNEL
by Glen Blackwell – Author of The Blitz Bus
SYNOPSIS
‘It’s Titanic – aren’t you curious? No one alive today has seen it like
that.’
Emmie & Jack are on a school trip with a difference. Visiting
Belfast to see where Titanic was built, they step back to 1912 and
discover the great ship itself. All too soon, they find out that the
way home is blocked, and Jack gets dragged off to work by one of
the crew. Who is the mysterious stranger lurking in the shadows,
and can they solve his time riddle to escape from the doomed ship
before it is too late…?

BOOK DETAILS
Written for 9-12 readers, and set 6 months after The Blitz Bus, The
Titanic Tunnel aims to show what life was like above and below
decks on this most famous of ships. Intended both for pleasure
and to support primary learning, this sequel compels our modern
characters to confront the challenge of literally being trapped on
a sinking ship, whilst trying to help new friends survive too.
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Glen Blackwell lives in Suffolk, England. He has a career in finance
and The Titanic Tunnel is his third book. Inspired by bedtime
reading with his 3 daughters, Glen loves to bring stories to life for
young readers.
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